Phononic pathways towards rational design of nanowire heat conduction.
Thermal conduction in semiconductor nanowires is controlled by the transport of atomic vibrations also known as thermal phonons. The ability of nanowires to tailor the transport of thermal phonons stems from their precise atomic scale growth coupled with high structural surface to volume ratios. Understanding and manipulating thermal transport properties at the nanoscale is central for progress in the fields of microelectronics, optoelectronics, and thermoelectrics. Here, we review state-of-the-art advances in the understanding of nanowire thermal phonon transport and the design and fabrication of nanowires with tailored thermal conduction properties. We first introduce the basic physical mechanisms of thermal conduction at the nanoscale and detail recent developments in employing nanowires as thermal materials. We discuss and provide insight on different strategies to modulate nanowire thermal properties leveraging the underlying phonon transport processes occurring in nanowires. We also highlight challenges and key areas of interest to motivate future research and create exceptional capabilities to control heat flow in nanowires.